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The TI-Expo + Conference provides the
industry with solutions for CO2 reduction
This new industry event TI-Expo + Conference will provide
specialist information and practical knowledge on all aspects
of technical insulation on 9 and 10 March 2022 at Messe Essen,
thus serving as a key to CO2 reduction for the industry. In this
way, the TI-Expo + Conference is laying vital foundations for
energy efficiency and the achievement of climate targets. The
new organisers have already been able to determine the first
key themes, programmes and partners.
Essen – Climate agreements, the European Green Deal and new
ISO standards are forcing industry to act. Technical insulation
makes a major contribution to climate neutrality and noise
reduction. Due to quick implementations, short payback periods and
effective cost reduction, technical insulation is easy to apply in many
areas. The TI-Expo + Conference focuses on the possibilities and
areas of application of technical insulation and is thus the new
meeting place for the heat, cold, sound insulation and fire protection
industry. Trade fair and conference will celebrate premiere on 9 and
10 March 2022 at Messe Essen and will be organised by the private
trade fair organiser AFAG Messen und Ausstellungen in partnership
with Rudolf Müller Mediengruppe, publisher of the trade magazine
TI Technische Isolierung.
TI-Expo – The industry of heat, cold, acoustic and fire
insulation meets in Essen
TI-Expo offers practical solutions for process chemicals and plants,
refineries and tanks as well as air conditioning, refrigeration and
building services. These solutions will help to achieve the corporate
goals of energy efficiency, CO2 reduction, sustainability and cost
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savings. Technical building services planners, plant constructors
and operators, architects & technical specifiers, energy officers &
managers as well as contacts from industry associations and
politics are among the main visitor groups at the TI-Expo +
Conference.
Strong partners for this new industry meeting place
TI-Expo + Conference 2022 will take place under the patronage of
the Hauptverband der Deutschen Bauindustrie (HDB), the
Zentralverband des Deutschen Baugewerbes (ZDB), the European
Federation of Associations of Insulation Contractors (FESI) and the
European Industrial Insulation Foundation (EiiF). Other partners are
the Bavarian Centre for Applied Energy Research e.V. (ZAE
Bayern) and the Gesamtverband Schadstoffsanierung (GVSS).
Numerous well-known companies from all sectors of the industry
will present themselves and their solutions at the TI-Expo in Essen:
Saint-Gobain ISOVER or L’Isolante K-Flex from the manufacturer
segment, industrial service providers such as the G+H Group,
machine manufacturers such as MABI AG or Tacke+Lindemann
from the specialist wholesale sector for commercial construction
and technical insulation. The fair is also flying the flag
internationally, with companies from Austria, Italy, the Netherlands,
Poland and Switzerland among others taking part.
At the free TI-Expo trade fair forum, presented by the G+H Group,
the programme will include keynote speeches from research and
practice. The focus will be on best practice examples, products and
solutions. The special “Innovation & Experience” area is the fair
meeting point and invites personal interaction. Institutions and
associations will present current projects as well as results and
research work, while innovations, processes and exhibits will be
presented in live demonstrations. On 9 March, the first day of the
fair will be rounded off with a joint evening event.
TI-Conference – Practical lecture programme
Parallel to the Expo, this two-day conference will offer a
comprehensive and practical lecture programme on the insulation
of technical installations in industry and building services (TGA).
Leading experts will speak on topics from the fields of energy
efficiency and sustainability, standards and guidelines,
digitalisation, research and development as well as maintenance
and services. The TI Conference is thus aimed at building services
planners and architects, plant operators (plant managers, energy
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auditors, etc.), executives from contractors/processors, executives
from product manufacturers and other interested parties.
Recognition by various chambers has been applied for.
TI-Expo + Conference 2022 in Essen
The TI-Expo + Conference 2022 will be held parallel to the “SHK –
the trade fair for sanitary, heating, air conditioning and digital
building management” at Messe Essen. Visitors to SHK-Essen will
have free admission to the Expo. It is recommended to make a hotel
reservation in good time. The short distances in the Ruhr area offer
numerous options in this regard.
For further information and direct contact with the project team,
please go to www.ti-expo.de/en/
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